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Hotels are in a precarious situation. The industry remains largely technology 

adverse at a time of massive disruption. One of the main challenges in this 

business is attracting and keeping your guests in the presence of peer-to-peer 

portals such as Airbnb, HomeAway, and others.

Marketing in recent years has been revolutionized by new technologies and 

social media. Hoteliers have to be savvier than ever to develop and execute 

successful marketing strategies to take on these new challenges head-on.

No longer do customers rely on print media or just their friends’ 

recommendations. They educate themselves via online reviews, they get 

recommendations on social channels (e.g., Facebook/Instagram, etc), they 

review information sent to them via email and respond to digital display ads 

while they browse the web. All these channels must be at the centre of your 

marketing strategy to run a successful hotel.

Introduction
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Creating an Experience

For hotels to thrive amid the Airbnb disruptive environment, they need 
to evolve into a more revolutionary type of establishment. Providing 
a place to stay is no longer enough for hotels, you need to be a place 
that provides an experience. You must convince visitors to be loyal to 
your brand and attract new guests that know you can give them what 
renting a house or apartment cannot. Highlighting and communicating 
these unique selling points is of paramount importance.

The Problem
In the hotel industry, getting to know your customers and their 
preferences is not always easy. There are a few digital touch 
points when guests visit your hotel where you can obtain more 
context on who your customers are—but these largely do not 
include visitors who are not staying at the hotel. Knowledge 
is power and knowing your guests and visitors behaviour 
beyond a name and some simple demographics is key.
is power and knowing your guests and visitors behaviour 
beyond a name and some simple demographics is key.
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The Solutions

Connect

You may already have a guest WiFi service featuring a sign in splash 

page. However, there is an easy way to transform your simple 

guest WiFi service into a powerful marketing platform.

With Aislelabs Connect, you can do more than just provide guest WiFi 

and capture valuable information from your guests when they log on to 

the wireless network. There are no complex forms to fill out and clientele 

can opt-in with a single click. This includes capturing email addresses, 

contact information, demographics, interests, and so much more.

Even better, this allows you to capture demographic information beyond just 

the guests staying at the hotel. Allow visitors attending conferences, shopping 

retail outlets or having a meal at a restaurant in the hotel to sign-in as well.

Build a powerful customer database including information for each 

visitor and their behaviour as well as visiting patterns across your 

venues. All this information is readily available to you to execute 

holistic campaigns across all digital media which encompasses 

email, surveys, social media, and digital display advertisements.
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How Connect 
Works

Visitors enter the hotel with 

a WiFi enabled device.

Visitors opt-in to the guest 

WiFi with a single click.

You progressively build 

a powerful CRM of your 

visitors complete with 

contact information, 

demographics, visit 

frequency, and behaviour.

Automatically execute 

marketing campaigns 

involving those visitors 

utilizing demographics, 

behaviour, and many 

other attributes across all 

digital channels including 

social, email, digital 

display ads, surveys as 

well as view insights.

Effortlessly assess 

the ROI (Return on 

Investment) of each of the 

campaigns. Understand 

how many returning 

visitors each campaign 

brings to your venue.

2 3
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The Solutions

Flow

Whether guests or visitors sign onto your WiFi or not, you can 

still capture an incredible amount of information. Aislelabs 

Flow provides an advanced business intelligence platform and 

can help you understand your visitors’ footfall patterns.

Collect anonymous data to measure how many people visit your hotel and at 

what times. Understand how they spend their time in the hotel lobby, retail area, 

or any other part of the hotel to discover how long and how often they visit.

Our cloud-based analytics platform allows hoteliers to 

anonymously understand the behaviour of their visitors. It delivers 

actionable insights on them allowing you to visualize new and 

repeat guests, dwell times, walking paths, and heatmaps.

Flow provides real-time and historical analytics across all properties 

to set and compare campaign performance. It can filter metrics to 

track key objectives to obtain a complete overview of visitor behaviour 

across all your locations that make sense for your business.
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How Flow 
Works

 Mobile devices publicly 

broadcast signals.

Signals are anonymously 

picked up by the hotel’s 

WiFi access points.

No user action needed. 

Users do not have to 

connect to the WiFi or 

download an app. 

 Flow triangulates 

the location of each 

mobile device providing 

location data.

 The entire process is 

completely passive and 

Flow collects no personal 

information complying 

with privacy laws from 

around the world.

Throughout this e-book, 

you’ll discover how to 

attract new visitors, retain 

current guests, and learn 

who they are and what 

their interests are. You’ll 

discover methodologies 

that enable you to obtain 

valuable feedback for your 

business and transform 

new visitors into regulars 

by executing strategic 

marketing campaigns.

2 3

45

1
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Know Who Your Customers Are

Many guests visit your hotels, across multiple cities, on a daily basis but do 

not necessarily stay in the hotel. Currently, you have little to no information 

regarding who they are, where they live, their demographics, contact 

information, and what their interests. These are valuable pieces of information 

which are hard to collect in a non-intrusive manner. Aislelabs Connect collects 

this information seamlessly when your visitors utilize your guest WiFi service.

Takeaway

• Valuable 

demographic 

information is di�cult 

to collect in a non-

intrusive way.

• Guest WiFi is the 

easiest way to collect 

it.

• Understanding 

who your visitors 

are is invaluable for 

developing marketing 

strategies.

Gaining a deeper understanding of your visitors—individually and in 

aggregate—helps you to develop strategies that engage and communicate 

with your guests and builds stronger relationships. You can easily understand 

the prevailing demographics and interests among your clientele and 

focus your marketing strategies. Create valuable contact lists of both 

your paying guests along with your visitors allowing you to stay in touch 

and communicate with them long after they have left the premises. 

This enables you to engage in a more personalized way and execute a 

communication strategy aligned with their interests and preferences.

Getting to know your customers enables opportunities for hyper-targeted 

marketing. These marketing strategies can be centred on peak demographics 

and interests o�ering valuable insight for your business’ expansion.

Know Who Your Customers AreKnow Who Your Customers Are

Why It’s Important

aislelabs.com  |  08
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Digital surveys enable you to gain powerful and actionable information 

from the people who matter most to your hotel: your guests and visitors. 

You can easily solicit information regarding what they liked and didn’t 

like, the overall experience, cleanliness, rate sta�, the ambiance, and 

so much more. Such information will help you be proactive and take 

corrective action if required or invest more in positive aspects.

How to Conduct a Survey

A survey is only as useful as the questions on it—and those questions 

are only useful if you know what you want to get feedback on. 

Things to consider before you commence your survey:

      What are the objectives of the survey?

      Are you going to survey new visitors or loyal guests?

      Are you going to survey specific demographics?

      How long will the survey run?

Try not to attempt to learn everything in one step. A survey focused on one 

particular aspect will not only make it easier to create questions but also 

easier to get answers by being less intrusive to your guests and/or visitors.

You should design a survey that is easy to complete with as few 

actions as possible. Using a rating system rather than requiring 

your users to provide a lengthy response also lowers the barrier. 

Although you may want to include an optional space for those who 

want to explain their rating. Don’t forget to include an incentive for 

those who complete the survey like a giveaway or a discount.

• Know what you want 

feedback on

• Make sure your 

survey is short and 

focused

• Provide incentives for 

feedback

Takeaway

Visitor Surveys
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Turn Visitors Into Guests

Getting a new guest to stay at your hotel results from solid work, good 

word of mouth, and marketing dollars well spent. Attracting new clientele 

is a tough job that requires a lot of e�ort but hotels can target visitors who 

are not staying at the hotel by using an advanced guest WiFi platform.

Why Non-Guests Are So Important

Successful hotels provide more than just a room to stay in. 

Beyond amenities such as a gym or a dry-cleaning service, they 

also have restaurants and retail stores or they provide space for 

conferences or conventions. Thousands of people make their way 

through the lobby and are not renting a room at the hotel.

By o�ering free WiFi to these visitors you can build an incredibly large CRM. 

Even though they aren’t guests and are just passing through, positioning 

your brand or logo in front of their eyes after they’ve left will go a long way 

to place your hotel at the top of their choices with their next travel plans.

Takeaway

• Hotels may have 

detailed information 

on guests but there 

are other visitors that 

walk through the lobby 

doors.

• Building a larger 

CRM list is possible by 

leveraging other types 

of visitors.

• Create an email 

campaign to increase 

awareness of your 

brand.

• Target specific visitors 

using filters.

• Optimize your 

message based on 

your campaign results.

The Aislelabs Connect and Flow platforms work seamlessly together so 

you can cross reference which part of the hotel visitors or guests have 

visited. You have complete information on who these visitors are, their 

contact information, and how frequently they visit in case they come 

by to shop or eat. The platform makes it simple to select the group of 

visitors you wish to target for your campaigns with built in filters. 

Most importantly, the platform provides full visibility on the ROI (Return On 

Investment) of any email marketing campaign. This tells you precisely how 

many customers visit your venue as the result of the email campaign.

Beyond Guest WiFi
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Social media has transformed the way you can interact and communicate 

with your clientele. Facebook and Instagram are, by far, the most 

successful social platforms with billions of monthly users. Google Ads 

is a powerful way to promote your business by using display ads. Many 

of your visitors are likely to have active Facebook, Twitter, Instagram or 

Google accounts that they use to authenticate to your guest WiFi.

Social data is rich in personal information that would otherwise be 

hard to collect such as interests, demographics, contact information, 

and social activity. All these provide powerful insights into your 

customer base profiles and enables innovative ways to socially 

engage with your target customers and demographics.

Organic Reach

You currently have only one organic way to communicate with customers 

on Facebook. If a customer “liked” your Facebook page, a post from 

your hotel’s account could reach that customer on Facebook.

However, Facebook uses an algorithm that reduces the number of posts 

from your page that is shown in a user’s feed. A hotelier can purchase 

a boost for a particular post or create advertisements based on certain 

criteria. Such filters advertise to cold audiences and lack the warm, granular 

precision needed to gain a new customer at a low cost. Warm audiences 

constitute guests that have visited one of your venues before, had exposure 

to your brand and, can relate to it if they are targeted in a campaign.

Reach Your Customers with 
Social Marketing
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• Facebook’s algorithm 

reduces the number of 

your posts shown in a 

user’s feed.

• Advertise to 

customers who have 

already visited your 

hotels as guests or the 

retail, restaurant, or 

lobby area.

• Analyze the ROI 

of each campaign 

to optimize your 

advertisements.

Takeaway

Hyper-Targeted Advertising

Aislelabs Connect comes built-in with our Campaign product and provides 

pinpoint Facebook advertising. Aislelabs enables hyper-targeted social 

media campaigns utilizing the data collected when guests and visitors opt-

in to your guest WiFi. The platform enables targeted campaigns across 

all social channels including Facebook, Instagram, and Google. That way 

you can target with high precision, delivering your messages as sponsored 

posts on their feeds and bring your brand to the centre of their attention.

The Aislelabs Campaign platform enables you to reach the right 

audience and increase your returning customers. It helps you 

spend your advertising budgets wisely. Most importantly, it informs 

you of the ROI of each campaign you execute precisely showing 

you how many customers they brought to your venue.

Measuring the return on your marketing investment with the Aislelabs 

platform is straightforward. The platform will inform you of how 

successful the campaign is in terms of bringing customers back 

to your locations. No more marketing guesswork. You can see the 

return on investment each marketing action brings back to you.

aislelabs.com  |  12
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Online reviews have transformed the hotel industry. Word-of-mouth 

from close friends and acquaintances has evolved into the collective 

opinions and the wisdom of the crowd. With the rise of aggregate 

review sites and online reviews, utilizing customer reviews has grown 

to become one of the most powerful tools a hotel can leverage.

Building solid reviews goes a long way toward filling more guest rooms. The 

best part is that reviews tend to snowball into more reviews which then attract 

new visitors to your business. It’s incredibly common for guests or potential 

guests to seek online reviews with 97 percent of consumers saying they read 

online reviews before deciding. Not only that, but 85 percent of consumers 

trust online reviews as much as a recommendation from a friend or family 

member. That is an enormous potential for a hotel to take advantage of.

Aislelabs Smart Reviews allow hoteliers to create short and simple 

surveys that have an increased response rate. By asking your 

customers to rate their stay with a single click, you won’t create a 

feeling of burden and make it more likely that they’ll respond. 

Enable your Smart Review to link to further pages based on a 

customer’s response. For customers who rate their experiences 

positively, bring them to a page that suggests they leave a 

positive public review. But what about negative reviews?

Encouraging Online Reviews

The Danger of Negative Reviews

The downside to online reviews is that 42 percent of consumers will avoid a 

business with less than three stars. Further, the most recent reviews can be the 

most important as 68 percent of consumers form an opinion about a business 

after reading just one to six online reviews which are generally shown at the 

top of the review list. Consumers are demanding of reviews and that means 

that even with a high average review of three or more stars, one to six recent 

negative reviews could easily dissuade a potential customer from visiting.
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Allow Unsatisfied Customers to Reach out to 
you Privately

When customers respond to your survey with lower satisfaction scores, you can 

redirect them to a private feedback channel instead of public review sites. This 

channel allows them to privately communicate with you directly and share their 

opinions. By creating a confidential feedback system and responding promptly 

to dissatisfied customers, you decrease the chances of a customer leaving 

negative public reviews and driving away potential sales from your business.

• 97% of consumers 

say they read online 

reviews before 

deciding.

• 85% of consumers 

trust online 

reviews as much as 

recommendations 

from a friend or family 

member.

• Encourage positive 

reviewers to publish 

their review to social 

review sites.

• Use a confidential 

feedback system to 

decrease the chances 

of negative public 

reviews.

Takeaway
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Grasping Routes

Hotel lobbies can sometimes be incredibly busy or empty depending on 

the time of day. Guests staying or leaving the hotel, along with visitors who 

may shop at the retail boutiques or visit a restaurant, can create busy times 

in specific places of the hotel at distinct times. It’s di�cult to accurately 

know when these busy times are or what the long-term patterns are.

For physical assets that belong to the hotel—like cleaning carts—you 

can view when assets move or leave defined geofences to help reduce 

asset loss. Using a small RFID device attached to important assets, 

hoteliers can visualize them all in real-time via maps on the dashboard 

and view reports to plan staging areas and maximize e�ciency.

Understanding Guest & Asset Paths

Understanding Guest & Asset 
Paths

A hotel knows how many guests book a room over the course of a year in 

order to get an idea of when peak and slow seasons may be. This is useful 

at a macro-level to get a rough overview of the hotel’s performance. 

However, that does not give you any granular data as to where guests 

spend their time in the hotel or even how much time they spend at the 

hotel. How many guests use the gym or pool facilities? Do they use 

room service more or visit the bar? Do they even visit the restaurants at 

all? These are all valuable points of data to the hotel. It also doesn’t give 

you any additional information on visitors who are not renting a room. 

How often do consumers return to shop at the retail stores or dine at the 

restaurants? Do conference attendees visit the restaurants and retail stores? 

With Aislelabs Flow you get the whole picture with incredible fidelity.

• Hotels cannot easily 

understand guest and 

visitor paths.

• Understand how 

many and how often 

visitors use guest 

facilities.

• Visualize and keep 

track physical assets to 

improve e�ciency and 

reduce losses.

Takeaway
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More Data for the Hotel

Not only can a hotel upsell premium services but it can utilize the collected 

data as well. Trade shows and conferences are a way to bring professionals or 

consumers that are highly interested in a specific sector directly to the hotel. 

As we previously stated, this ability to target non-paying guests is incredibly 

important for hotels to grow their consumer base and create new, loyal guests.

• Hotels also function 

as exhibition or 

convention centres

• Generate additional 

revenue by o�ering 

trade shows the ability 

to have vendors 

sponsor the free WiFi

• Hotels can capture 

additional information 

from attendees

Takeaway

Upsell to a Vendor

Hotels primarily host guests but they also function as exhibition centres 

for convention or trade shows. These types of guests spend a few days 

in the ballrooms rented out by the event organizers. Even though some 

information is collected by the event organizers, a hotel can collect even more 

information via the guest WiFi. Demographic information is easily collected 

when users sign onto the WiFi network via a social network like Facebook.

The event organizers may have access to guest information but vendors 

might not. This presents a great avenue to upsell a feature which will allow a 

vendor at the event to sponsor the free guest WiFi. Their new product could 

be advertised on the splash page and then re-targeted via social media ads 

and email campaigns afterward. This is especially useful if a product or service 

is being unveiled at a conference but won’t be available for several months.

Upsell Your Conference Space

aislelabs.com  |  16
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Analyzing Spaces

Larger hotels operate considerable space full of retailers and restaurants. The 

Aislelabs solution o�ers these hotels some incredible tools. It provides a�nity 

and cross-store insight to obtain a better understanding of your consumers’ 

foot tra�c as they visit retail stores and restaurants in the hotel. With this 

information in tow, the tenanting teams can get a better understanding 

of which restaurants and/or retail stores attract the same consumers.

With this information in tow, the tenanting teams can get a better understanding 

of which restaurants and/or retail stores attract the same consumers.

By analyzing the entire property, low and high tra�cked retail stores or 

restaurants can be identified by footfall patterns. Flow can also analyze 

the a�nity between each retail space to identify which spaces attract 

the same customers and have a high a�nity with each other.

Attracting New Retailers

This a�nity score can also be analyzed to create opportunities to attract 

new tenants. By understanding which retailers your shoppers enjoy visiting 

in context with each other, you can persuade a similar retailer to operate at 

the hotel. This is especially important for luxury outlets and luxury retailers 

where the transaction tickets are very high. For example, there may be a high 

a�nity between luxury shoe stores and handbag stores in your retail space 

which means you could approach either another luxury shoe or handbag 

retailer and make the case that they would be successful at your hotel.

• Some larger hotels 

feature retail and 

dining areas.

• By analyzing a�nity 

the retail space can be 

better assessed.

• They can also use this 

information to attract 

new retailers.

Takeaway

Optimizing Retail and 
Restaurants
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Hotel chains that host trade shows and conventions can create a wonderful 

avenue for additional revenue after a space has been booked. By running 

a large CRM that integrates across multiple properties you can reach out 

and communicate with your contact list and inform them of upcoming 

events. It’s a fantastic way to bring back visitors to your properties.

Reaching Out to Customers

Studies suggest that 91% of people welcome receiving promotional emails 

from companies they do business with. As such, Aislelabs Connect caters to 

suitable email lists of highly targeted guests to connect and engage with.

When it comes to social outreach and social campaigns 71% of people 

prefer advertisements tailored to their interests. Not only do a vast 

majority want advertisements tailored to their preferences, but a full 

44% of them are willing to give up precious information to get it.

• Events are a great 

way of upselling 

marketing to event 

organizers.

• Target visitors based 

on their interests.

• Most people 

welcome promotional 

material via email.

• A vast majority 

of people prefer 

advertisements related 

to their interests.

Takeaway

Promoting Events
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Conclusion

Marketing e�ectively to your guests and visitors by building a 
relationship with them is crucial to the success of any venture. Aislelabs 
Connect and Flow o�ers an intuitive, powerful way to strategically 
execute multi-channel digital campaigns, measure foot tra�c, and 
precisely quantify ROI. The platform provides a centralized command 
centre for your marketing e�orts across all your venues. This 
contributes to the successful transition of your hotel to the digital age 
and is an invaluable asset in your toolkit.
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contact@aislelabs.com

+1 888 765 3645

www.aislelabs.com

Aislelabs is a technology company o�ering the most advanced 

WiFi location marketing, advertising, and analytics platform in the 

market. We help our clients build relationships with their visitors 

and shoppers and market to them based on their behaviour 

inside their brick-and-mortar spaces. Our technology empowers 

our clients to target their audiences across all digital channels 

to create high impact campaigns with a measurable ROI.

We engineer a big data platform with deep learning capabilities 

to drive targeted social WiFi marketing campaigns. Our 

product suite builds audience profiles for visitors in physical 

brick-and-mortar venues, complete with their behaviour, 

interests, and demographics. This allows intelligent re-

targeting and marketing to selected custom audience groups. 

As a result, the impact of each campaign can be precisely 

measured and its ROI can be evaluated by attributing 

in-store tra�c footfalls to each of the campaigns.

ABOUT AISLELABS
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WiFi + Location + Marketing




